This stage of a recovery is usually bullish for equities because stronger growth outweighs tightening liquidity. Today may be different. As we look ahead, we see two massive forces pushing in opposition: the boost to spending from the reopening and the fiscal stimulus and a likely pullback of liquidity by the Fed as it becomes less needed.

The net will be a strong positive for the real economy but more of a question for financial markets. Equities in particular are caught in the crosshairs, with waning liquidity a significant negative, while rebounding growth supports cash flows. Here, we take a closer look at the relative impact of each, both within and across equity markets.

Typically, in the early stages of economic recoveries, strong growth supports cash flows to a degree that outweighs the impact of central banks beginning to pull back on stimulation. But today may be different. The transition to the later stages of the cycle may be faster than discounted and anticipated by the Fed. And the extraordinary amount of liquidity has driven down equity discount rates to a degree that creates heightened vulnerability, particularly in the frothier pockets of the market. In addition, as we show below, the nature of corporate cash flows has fundamentally changed in ways that reflect greater reliance on liquidity and less benefit from rebounding growth. We capture the sensitivity to liquidity not only from the mechanical vulnerability to interest rates (via duration) but also from the degree to which companies relied on the past decade’s extraordinary liquidity to finance earnings-per-share growth. We capture the declined sensitivity to growth by looking at drivers such as the cyclicality of revenues and operating leverage. Overall, a lot of this shift reflects the rise in dominance of tech companies and the fall in importance of industries like banks and resources.

When we look at global equities holistically, we still net out as modestly bullish. But the considerations described above contribute to us liking the US market less on a relative basis.
The chart below shows the picture across economies. Compared to the US equity market, Europe’s and Japan’s have relatively more companies that are highly growth-sensitive and fewer that are highly liquidity-sensitive.

Below, we take a closer look at the underlying drivers behind the shift within the US equity market.

The Decline in Discount Rates and Strong Growth Expectations Supported an Increase in Equity Duration

Today, equity market duration—and thus, sensitivity to liquidity—is close to highs last seen in the ’90s tech bubble. This in part reflects the fact that, over the past 20 years, secularly declining interest rates mechanically increased the value of corporate cash flows further in the future. In addition, low interest rates, ample liquidity, and limited alternatives supported a surge in market capitalization of innovative industries. The level of earnings growth expectations for the market as a whole today has increased substantially in recent years, further lengthening duration.
More of the US Equity Market Is Highly Exposed to a Pullback in Liquidity

Over the past decade, massive liquidity production has been enormously beneficial to US companies. Large companies changed their capital structure, issued debt, bought back their stock, and financed M&A, significantly boosting earnings-per-share growth. As shown on the left chart below, the share of US companies that have boosted earnings-per-share via buybacks has increased significantly in recent years.

In addition, liquidity has poured into innovative companies, many of whom seek to “grow at all costs” and run significant cash flow deficits effectively financed by issuing equity. While these companies are still a relatively small share of the listed equity market (about 5%), their share has grown as they have increasingly gone public, and they represent a real vulnerability to the high-flying growth segment of the market.
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US Equities Likely Have Less Upside in a Rising Nominal Growth Environment Today Relative to History

Typically, in the early-to-middle phases of the cycle, the impact of waning liquidity is offset by the support to profits from stronger growth. Today, that support is likely to be less than it has been historically, reflective of the impact of both higher margins and sales that are less sensitive to stronger growth.

Operating leverage is a significant driver of cyclical swings in earnings. The higher the level of margins, the lower the operating leverage effect. For instance, if you assume fully fixed costs, a 1% increase in sales translates to 10% earnings growth for a company with a 10% margin versus twice that for a company with a 5% margin. As shown in the chart on the left, after 30 years of secularly increasing profit margins, the share of companies with low operating leverage now represents a third of market capitalization. A significant degree of the secular increase in margins came from tech companies. This was both because their margins increased markedly (shown in the chart on the right) and because high-margin tech companies gained share.
Corporate revenues are also less likely to respond to stronger growth conditions today. Over the past decade, some of the sectors most exposed to rising nominal growth—such as resources and financials—have lost significant share to tech companies. While many tech companies are still more cyclical than the average company, they are not nearly as exposed to real economy spending and credit growth, for example.
Historically, tech sales have been more cyclical than those of the average company, with a beta of about 1.5. However, the nature of tech has shifted significantly over the decades, with tech sales today increasingly composed of software and cloud products rather than electronic capital goods and intermediate inputs, increasing the exposure to stable secular growth. As a result, over the past five years, tech sales have been much less cyclical (about on par with the average listed non-tech company). In addition, the shape of economic growth as we emerge from COVID—more driven by fiscal spending and reopenings—is likely to be less beneficial for many of these companies.

Relative Exposures Across Companies Have Been Clear in Market Action Over the Past Year

As the growth and liquidity environment has shifted over the past year, so too has the complexion of out- and under-performers within the equity market. After underperforming for most of 2020, this year we’ve seen strong outperformance from companies that benefit most from rising real economy spending—notably rising cyclical demand, rising capex, homebuilders, commodities, etc.—and underperformance from some of the most liquidity-sensitive companies, most notably the high-flying, young, unprofitable segment of the market. It’s worth noting that the relationships in the charts below look stronger for the combination of these factors (growth and liquidity) than they would for either alone.

The charts below show sector performance as real yields fell throughout 2020 and then have risen year-to-date in 2021. These returns are shown against our internal measure of sensitivity to a rising rate and rising growth environment. Sectors on the right-hand side are comprised of companies that benefit from such an environment (and are likely to underperform in an expanding liquidity and weak growth environment), and sectors on the left-hand side are composed of companies with the opposite characteristics.
Tech industries, such as IT manufacturing, internet services, and software, epitomized stable earnings and high duration during COVID and outperformed low-duration cyclical sectors, such as banks and resources, as well as sectors hard hit by COVID, such as airlines and retailers, underperformed.

Returns in 2021 since the bottom in real yields looked like the mirror opposite of 2020.

Meanwhile, low-duration cyclical sectors have benefited from rising earnings expectations and less discount rate drag and have outperformed.
Relative Equity Market Exposures Align with Swings in Market Action

While the US equity market has become far more liquidity-sensitive and far less growth-sensitive, as noted above, the picture is different across economies. Other economies’ equity markets have also grown more liquidity-sensitive and less growth-sensitive—they have been exposed to similar underlying structural forces—just not nearly to the same degree as the US. Most other equity markets haven’t seen the same degree of secular margin expansion, for instance, nor have they seen the same degree of high-flying tech market share gains relative to other more traditionally cyclical industries.

As shown above, these cross-economy differences began growing substantially at the beginning of the last decade. The chart below shows that this was roughly the same time we started to see differential equity performance line up relatively closely with swings in discount rates. This doesn’t mean the same will be true looking ahead; discount rates aren’t the sole driver of equities, and cash flow expectations and risk premiums tend to swing significantly at the same time. Still, the recent relationship has been interesting and aligns with the relative exposure we see across these markets.